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FROM THE WATERSHED

Oconomowoc Watershed Protection Program Newsletter

UPCOMING EVENTS

PARTNERSHIP AT ITS FINEST
OCONOMOWOC RIVER CONSERVANCY PARK
The OWPP relies heavily on partnerships. Without this system of cooperation, passion, and
belief in what IS possible, we would not be able to do what we’re doing in the Watershed.
On July 21st a great example of partnership
in action was on display at the Open House
of the Oconomowoc River Conservancy
Park (ORCP) in the Town of Merton.
Leading up to this date many projects were
completed by various partners, including
Waukesha County, OWPP, Tall Pines
Conservancy, Mid Kettle Moraine Partners,
Laudato Sí Project, Boy Scouts of America,
Halquist Stone, Kettle Moraine Garden
Club, Healing Nature Center, and the Ice
Age Trail Alliance. Leading the eﬀort to
implement the Master Plan is the Town of
Merton and Tall Pines Conservancy. The
approximately 25-acre park, located oﬀ of Laskin Rd., is designed to educate and encourage
patrons to enjoy nature through recreational activities such as walking, hiking, skiing,
kayaking, wildlife observation, and bird watching.

SAT / APRIL 23 / 2022
Earth Week River Clean-up
Oconomowoc River from
Hwy 16 to Oconomowoc Lake
SAT / JULY 9 / 2022
OWPP Paddle
Fun for the whole family!
Join us for a scenic trip along
our beautiful local waterways.
Bring your own canoe, kayak,
paddleboard or contact us
for rental information.
oconomowocwatershed.com
tom@tallpinesconservancy.org
SAT / AUG 13 / 2022
14th Annual Ride to the Barns
A fundraising bicycling event through
Lake Country and rolling farmland
in Washington, Waukesha and
Dodge counties to beneﬁt land
conservation. Rest stops at farms
serving delicious, locally-sourced food.
tallpinesconservancy.org
info@tallpinesconservancy.org

[continued on page 2]

IS IT TOO LATE?

by Tom Steinbach, OWPP Program Advisor

At a recent public event we had our OWPP
and Tall Pines tent set up to promote our
programs. The weekend was busy with
many questions and just curious folk
wanting to know what we were all about.
One comment stood out from all the rest.
“You’re about 30 years too late!”
a lengthy conversation, which fortunately
ended on a more positive note.
So, is there any validity to the statement on
being too late? We certainly don’t feel that
way. If you look back in history, there are
several signiﬁcant steps that our forebearers
[continued on page 7]
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I was frankly taken aback by this and didn’t
know exactly how to respond at ﬁrst. So I
asked the gentlemen exactly what he meant
by this. He explained that the lake he lives
on took a rather abrupt turn for the worse
quite a few years ago and in his opinion
will never be what it was 20 or 30 years
ago. He stated that what we are doing is
really a waste of time. We ended up having

PARTNERSHIP AT ITS FINEST... [from page 1]
In 2019, Tall Pines completed the
installation of the Hunt Eldridge Memorial
Observation Deck through generous
funding provided by the Buchanan
Foundation. In 2020, a Healing Nature
Trail was integrated through the support of
Kettle Moraine Garden Club. In 2019 and
2020, the OWPP, Tall Pines Conservancy,

and Waukesha County partnered on the
planting of perennial grasses and trees on
12 acres of former agricultural ﬁelds
adjacent to the river. A connector trail
allows hikers to access the entire area from
the Ice Age Trail, either from Monches
or from the Merton parking lot near the
former Funk’s Millpond.

Future projects include the integration
of an amphitheater/outdoor classroom
(fashioned from rocks), pollinator/butterﬂy
garden, a bird observation deck, goat prairie,
and xeric prairie.
To learn more about this park, scan the QR
code below to see a video.

Oconomowoc River Conservancy Park Trail Map
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Overlook - 0.3 miles

Oconomowoc River Conservancy Park & Greenway

Trash collected during the 2021 OWPP
Paddle. Thank you to all who participated
in helping keep our waterways clean.

OWPP CHAIN
OF LAKES
PADDLE EVENT
This year’s OWPP Paddle was held on
July 10th and was a huge success. For
the ﬁrst time, we paddled a “Chain of
Lakes” route that connects several lakes
near the City of Oconomowoc, following
the path of the river course. Over 60
paddlers launched at Okauchee Lake
on Road T and paddled downstream
through Upper Oconomowoc Lake,
then Oconomowoc Lake and then
along the river to Riverside Park. A
few participants also paddled to Fowler
Lake and returned to the park where
all enjoyed grilled brats and hot dogs
and a short program. Paddlers had
the opportunity to participate in a
watershed trivia quiz, and prizes were
awarded to the winners. Our paddlers
were challenged to collect any trash they
encountered along the way. Based on our
catch, we recognized the need to return
again speciﬁcally for river clean-up.
Thanks to all participants who canoed,
kayaked, stand up paddleboarded, and
even inﬂatable ﬂoaty-rafted! Special
thanks to KT Kayaks and Sherpers for
sponsoring the event, as well as our
volunteers, and shuttle drivers who
made the event run smoothly and
safely. The river showed itself with
clear conditions and it was a beautiful
summer day on the water. Watch for
future announcements for our OWPP
Paddle in 2022.

WATERSHED TRIVIA QUESTIONS
1. Of the four named lakes on our paddle, Okauchee, Upper Oconomowoc Lake,
Oconomowoc Lake and Fowler Lake, which lake is deepest and what is its
maximum depth? ________________________________, _________________
2. The inventor of the outboard boat motor lived in Oconomowoc and got the
idea for his invention while rowing across Okauchee Lake to get ice cream for
his girlfriend. His family emigrated to the US from _____________________.
His name was _______________________________________. He invented
the motor in 1907. He also provided shop space for a teenage machinist
from Milwaukee who eventually became well-known in the motorized
transportation industry, namely ______________________________________.
3. What species of ﬁsh is generally the largest species you can catch and what is
the longest recorded length of that ﬁsh ever caught (nationwide)?
_____________________________________________, ___________________
4. How far can a ﬁsh see in pristine conditions? ___________________________
5. If you are a drop of water entering Okauchee Lake during a period of average
ﬂow, how long would it take for you to reach Riverside Park, our destination
for the 2021 paddle? _______________________________________________
6. What happened about year 2000 that helped to signiﬁcantly reduce the human
impact on southern Okauchee Lake? __________________________________
See page 7 for answers.

To view an educational video of the Chain
of Lakes Paddle, scan the QR code above.
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FRIESS LAKE SAMPLING
WRAPS UP FOR 2021
On October 19th we conducted our last
Expanded Monitoring Event on Friess
Lake for 2021. Since 2019 we’ve been
checking the inlet, the deep hole, and the
outlet of the lake for clarity, ammonia
nitrogen, and total phosphorus. The
results are helpful to track what is coming
into the lake and to realize how the lake
captures and ﬁlters the water ﬂowing
through it. The good news is that in 2020
we saw the total phosphorus decreasing
as it comes into the lake and the lower
values have continued into 2021. The lake
continues to ﬁlter as we would expect and
the outlet remains low.
This mirrors the weather changes we have
seen during the last several years so the
goal will be to keep these values low even
when wet conditions return. This of course
will be in direct correlation with erosion occurring upstream of the lake and runoﬀ from
lake properties during wet weather events. Our OWPP Best Management Practices already
completed upstream of the lake should help mitigate this in future years. Time will tell.

HEALTHY LAKES
CONFERENCE
The 6th Annual Healthy Lakes
Conference, presented by Lake
Country Clean Waters and cosponsored by the Oconomowoc
Watershed Protection Program and
Tall Pines Conservancy, was held on
Friday, September 17th. The move
from June to September was done to
facilitate an in-person experience at
the Oconomowoc Community Center
after the event had been presented
online in 2020.
The conference began with a keynote
speech by Dr. Kris Wright. “The Way
Water Works” provided an engaging
overview of water and the lakes,
rivers, and streams that are so vital to

our way of life in Wisconsin. Starry
Stonewort continues to be a hot topic
among riparian property owners and
was explored through the presentation of a recent Eﬃcacy Study. A
highlight of the afternoon session
was a presentation on the DroneBased Wave Study that was
commissioned by the North Lake
Management District.

For now the lake remains in a Eutrophic state according to the monthly data being
gathered from volunteer citizen monitor Carl Glunz. “Eutrophic” means it is heavy on
organic matter and nutrients causing elevated algae levels. Turning this around will take
time and consistent low total phosphorus inputs from the lake perimeter properties as well
as the Oconomowoc River and other tributaries.
Special thanks to Kris and Bonnie Johnson for their expert “chauﬀeur” service via pontoon
boat to gather our samples from the three locations over the past three years.
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Congratulations to Silver Lake
Management District, who received
the 2021 Lake Country Clean Waters
Lake Recognition Award!

EXCESSIVE WEED GROWTH
WHY THIS YEAR?
Many lake associations and property owners are reporting excessive weed growth this
year. One might ask why that is when it seems like a fairly normal weather year and
water clarity has been better than average.

WHAT CAUSED THE
WEEDS THIS YEAR?
To understand how our recent weather has
aﬀected weed growth, let’s travel back in
time to 2015. In 2015 the Lake Country
area saw the ﬁrst year of a ﬁve-year
period where annual precipitation levels
were above normal. 2016 and 2017 were
wetter than 2015 and in 2018 we actually
broke a record for annual precipitation
with a total of 47.2 inches. 2019’s total
was lower, but still higher than average at
41.96 inches. It was not until 2020 that
we ﬁnally saw precipitation levels fall back
and actually end up with a total of 31.53,"
about 2.5" less than our average. In 2020,
we also experienced very warm summer
temperatures and low river ﬂows during the
July and August months.
During the high precipitation years of 2015
through 2019 we also experienced unusual
melting and rain periods in January and
February. The result of this was a period

Ironically, clear water, which we all want, has a downside in the sense that it also
allows more weeds to grow, as more sunlight gets to the bottom of the lake where
plants are growing. On the other hand, more cloudy or turbid water will limit weed
growth, which can be seen as a positive. However, it warms quickly and will result in
lower oxygen environments that are bad for ﬁsh and other aquatic life. Clear water
then has some trade-oﬀs or a balancing act with pluses and minuses.

of high nutrient loading in the watershed.
The lakes being the natural ﬁlters that they
are, were the recipients of these nutrients
and unfortunately the holding areas as the
nutrients and ﬁne sediment collected in
their depths.

THE BALANCING ACT BEGS THE QUESTIONS...

Now let’s talk about sunlight and water
clarity. In 2020, the water clarity increased
during the warm summer months allowing
deeper sunlight penetration. In 2021, we
also have experienced a more normal year
for precipitation and have had many clear
sunny and warm days.

HOW CAN WE HAVE OUR CLEAR WATER AND NO WEEDS TOO?
The answer to that lies in the fact that there are two main ingredients for plant
growth- sunlight AND nutrients. If we can lower elevated nutrient levels in the
lake, we are able to starve the weeds of one of their requirements for growth. Voila!
Clear water and fewer weeds. If only it was that quick and easy. The Oconomowoc
Watershed Protection Program’s primary goal is to limit Phosphorous movement
into our lakes and streams. Phosphorous is not the only nutrient that plants need
to grow, but in many aquatic environments, it is an important limiting factor. With
lower levels, weeds are kept in check.

Putting this all together results in a perfect
environment for plant growth. Fed by years
of elevated nutrients, namely phosphorus,
followed by warm air and water
temperatures, our lake weeds are happy as
clams and growing at rates we normally
don’t see. We’ve all enjoyed the sunny days
of 2020 and 2021. Unfortunately so have
our aquatic plant communities.
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LAKE THERMOCLINES
WHAT’S A THERMOCLINE AND WHAT DOES IT
MEAN FOR THE HEALTH OF OUR LAKES?
As you may guess from the name, it’s all about the temperature of lake water at various
depths. It changes through the change of seasons and aﬀects the living conditions for
aquatic life. For much of the year, lakes are warmer near the surface. You experience this
when you swim and feel the colder water that is deeper beneath the surface. But what
happens when air temperatures decrease in the fall and winter seasons? This is when it
gets more complicated.
Generally deeper lakes will have a more pronounced temperature gradient and
thermocline. Let’s start with a lake in the summer. The water in the upper layer
is warmed by the sun and has more oxygen because of the air exchange with the
atmosphere above. The warmer water near the surface is less dense and stays above the
cooler, more dense water further down. In between, there is a stratiﬁed area that has
a rather steep temperature gradient, meaning that water temperatures decline quickly
in a relatively short range of depth. That area of rapid temperature change is called
the thermocline. The two layers above and below the thermocline generally don’t mix
during the summer. Fish and most aquatic life will stay above the thermocline, because

Thermocline
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the water layer below it is much lower
in oxygen and is not exposed to surface
dissolved oxygen caused by wave action.
How deep you have to dive to reach
the thermocline depends on how clear
a lake is. A lake with murky water (i.e.
high turbidity) will have a thermocline
not far below the surface of the
water, maybe 5-7 feet. However, the
thermocline in a very clear lake will be
much deeper, maybe up to 30 feet.
As air temperatures decrease in the
fall, the water in the upper layer
starts to cool and eventually becomes
denser. The dropping temperature and
increasing density eventually causes
the upper layer to sink and mix with
the lower layer, which is referred to
as “lake turn over.” At this time, the
thermocline area gets mixed and is
less deﬁned as during the summer
months. Oxygen levels at various
depths will even out.
Ice on the surface through the winter
causes the stratiﬁcation to form again
until the winter temperatures start
to rise causing the ice to melt. At the
end of the melt, the lake will turn over
once again due to the changing water
temperature and related density, and
the whole cycle repeats itself. With
the changes in temperature and
resulting water movement and
corresponding oxygen levels, it starts
to become clear why ﬁsh move around
and will be found at diﬀerent depths
throughout the year.

IS IT TOO LATE?...
[from page 1]

took that someone could have claimed were
too late. Perhaps the biggest event in our
country’s history is the recognition of Earth
Day on April 22, 1970. The waterways in
urban and industrialized areas were running
thick with pollutants from many sources
- so much so that oil and debris ﬂoating
on the surface would catch ﬁre with any
small source of ignition like a passing train
throwing a few sparks. Air pollution and
soil contamination were escalating at a
similar pace. Some folks were accustomed
to doing oil changes out on the gravel drive
so the old oil could be simply drained to the
ground and as a side beneﬁt, control dust!
Following the ﬁrst Earth Day recognition,
Congress formed the EPA and passed the
Clean Water Act in 1972, which required
high levels of treatment for all wastewater
prior to discharge into our waterways. This
Act is still the guiding rule today and is
what continues to protect our waterways.
Chemical use was also regulated to address
toxic side eﬀects like what was threatening
the very existence of our precious Bald
Eagles across the country. In 1984, a
program to address pollutant loads in
the Oconomowoc River Watershed was
implemented and started the movement we
are continuing now.

Thankfully, these kinds of discharges into
our lakes and rivers are no longer allowed.

but think about where we have come since
1970. Wastewater Treatment plants now
remove 99% of pollutants from wastewater
collection systems instead of 30% in the
1960s. As a result, most of our major
waterways are much clearer and safer for
recreation, and support wildlife and the
ﬁsheries that we enjoy. Industrial pollutants
discharged directly to rivers and streams
are now regulated in their use and factory
discharges are treated at onsite treatment
facilities or conveyed to municipal plants.
Our Bald Eagle population has rebounded
from dangerously low numbers from the
unregulated use of DDT.

lake bottoms. It is felt downstream all the
way into the Gulf of Mexico where anglers
fend for their livelihood amidst a “dead
zone” of washout from the Mississippi
River. However, we feel the steps we have
taken in the last ﬁve years are already
improving water quality in our rivers and
lakes. It took years to create the problems,
and as we work on solutions, we are well
aware “Rome wasn’t built in a day.” There
are many steps to go and we welcome
input and ideas as we identify problem
areas and implement changes on the
landscape. Change will happen slowly
just as it did when pollutant loads were
increasing unchecked. We are prepared to
continue our eﬀorts for the long haul.
IT IS NEVER TOO LATE.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are three trout streams in
the Watershed. Our next newsletter
will discuss them.

Lake Erie has recovered from what was
considered to be a “Dead Lake” in the
1970s and once again supports a healthy
ﬁshery. Air emissions have been reduced
drastically from industry. Wetlands and
environmental corridors are protected
from development. Storm water collected
from urban development must meet high
standards before discharge occurs and
cannot exceed pre-development volumes.

So... what if our forward-thinking
environmental ambassadors of the late
60s would have said, “It’s too late. We
might as well just accept things the way
they are and not attempt to improve our
environment?” I think the answer is obvious

WATERSHED
TRIVIA ANSWERS
1. Okauchee, 90 feet
2. Norway, Ole Evinrude,
Arthur Davidson
3. Muskie or Muskellunge,
72 inches
4. 95-100 feet
5. 492 days
6. Septic systems were replaced
with city sewers

We can each play a part in making sure our
river system does not reach this point.

It’s not too late to improve our environment
and you can count on the OWPP, Tall
Pines and our partners to continue what
we started back in 2015. We’ve made
signiﬁcant progress but there is much more
work to be done. Many opportunities lie
ahead to reduce erosion and runoﬀ and
help our urban and agricultural landowners
with worthwhile practices throughout
the Oconomowoc River Watershed.
The watershed is indeed aﬀected by past
missteps, and this can be seen in the legacy
sediment in the river and stream basins and
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SPRING 2022 –
TWO THINGS TO REMEMBER:
1. April is a great time to get out on the water. Grab a pair of polarized sunglasses
and your canoe or kayak and paddle slowly along the edges of our lakes and
rivers. In the shallows where the water warms up quickly, you’ll likely see a lot
of ﬁsh and turtles as the wildlife starts to wake up after winter. Many species
will comingle at this time unlike other times of the year. It can be a fascinating
time on the water. Don’t forget your net to scoop out any trash you may ﬁnd.
2. Our next river clean-up is April 23, 2022 so stay tuned for how you can help.

WHO’S WHO
For more information on the OWPP, please contact us:

Darrell Smith
OWPP Program Director
414-313-4323
Susan Buchanan
Tall Pines Conservancy
Executive Director
414-559-7460

Kevin Freber
Oconomowoc Wastewater
Utlility Manager
262-569-2192
Tom Steinbach
OWPP Program Advisor
262-302-1466

oconomowocwatershed.com tallpinesconservancy.org farmersforlakecountry.org lakecountrycleanwaters.org
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Nashotah, WI 53058
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